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Application of GIS Tools
to Describe the Location of New Registered Parcels

Abstract:

The article presents the possibility of using GIS (Geographic Information System) in the scope of the elaboration of calls for participants in land consolidation (LC). It shows the tools and the way they are used, as well as the possibility
of automating this process.
In the process of land consolidation and exchange, when the LC project is developed, calls for LC participants are prepared. Usually these documents are
done manually by referring to the nearest plots of state before LC. The information given in the notification is, among others, the distance and direction in
which the new plot is located away from the nearest plot of the old state.
Using the GIS system, a tool has been developed that automatically shows information about the designation, direction and distance of parcel nearest to
the input parcels and indicates selected nearest parcels on the map. The results
were checked, and the tools used were assessed for their suitability for this type
of task.
In conclusion, specifying the distance and direction alone, especially at large
distances, may be not accurate enough. However, the ability to automatically
indicate the nearest plots before LC in relation to the newly designed plot is
extremely valuable and significantly accelerates LC work.
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1. Introduction
Many people take part in the process of land consolidation and exchange (LC),
both on the part of project contractors and participants. Good communication is the
basis for the success of this task. When an LC project is finished, calls for participants
are prepared, in which they are called to land, in order to show a new plot location [1]. This is usually done manually by referring to the nearest state plots before
merging. Information that is given in this notification is, among others, the distance
and direction in which a new plot is removed from the nearest to it plot of the old
state. The notification should also indicate the specific place and time of the meeting.
The geoportal with a merge project could be a good solution here [2, 3]. Thanks
to it, it would be easy to identify the location of new plots. It is certainly less labor‑intensive than both the manual method and the one presented in this work, but
it is difficult for reception, for example by the elderly. Therefore, calls are still being
developed in a traditional way.
The analysis of works on this subject show many examples of the use of GIS
systems in the field of LC, especially in the development of the graphic part of the
assumptions for the LC project. They are also used in analyzes aimed at identifying
areas requiring consolidation [4], for example, analyzing the availability of plots
for public roads [5], analysis of environmental properties of the area subjected to
consolidation works, for example in terms of soil erosion [6]. The use of GIS tools in
the development of a consolidation project in engineering works [7] is hardly ever
presented.
The article presents the possibility of using GIS (Geographic Information System) in the scope of the elaboration of calls for participants in land consolidation. It
shows the tools and the manner in which they are used, as well as the possibility of
automating this process.
The research was carried out on the Nieciecza LC object, which consists of
Nieciecza village (424 ha), Czyżów village (200 ha), Podlesie Dębowe village (17 ha)
and Żabno town (4.5 ha) located in the Żabno commune, Tarnów county, Małopolska voivodship. In this object, 932 registered plots were designed. The state before
the merger consisted of 1,518 plots. The expected finish date for the consolidation
works is 2020.

2. Methodology
The input data were two layers of plots in the pre‑and post‑merger state – polygonal type objects, the shapefile format, with descriptive information about the
plot number, register unit and the number of the Participant’s LC Card (KUS).
First, a proximity table was generated, where the input objects were objects on
the parcel layer after merge, and nearest objects were objects on the parcel layer
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before merge. Parameters are set to allow the distances to all plots to be computed before consolidation for each parcel after consolidation. The table of proximity
contains information about the distance between the input and nearest objects. The
distance in the case of polygonal objects is determined between the nearest nodes of
these objects (Fig. 1).
angle

nearest feature

distance
input feature

Fig. 1. The method of calculating distance and angle between polygon objects

Additionally, information about the angle is given in the proximity table, which
is determined at the node point of the input object and is measured from the horizontal X axis to the direction of the line connecting the input object with the nearest
object. On the left (up) from the X axis the angle takes values from 0° to 180°, on the
right (down) from 0° to −180°.
The proximity table also contains the identifier of the input object (IN_FID) and
the identifier of the nearest object (NEAR_FID), matching ranking (NEAR_RANK),
where the lower the number, the closer the object and the coordinates of the points
between which the distance is determined (FROM_XY, NEAR_XY) (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Presentation of the proximity table
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In the next step, associating the parcel layer identifiers before and after merging
with the corresponding identifiers in the proximity table was necessary, by joining
the proximity table by the IN_FID with FID keys after merging and NEAR_ID with
FID keys from the parcels before merging. Thanks to this combination, the objects of
the same LC participant (KUS) were selected.
Next, plots were selected which have the nearest parcels after consolidation,
i.e. with the lowest value of the NEAR_RANK attribute. In a situation where there
was more than one nearby plot, the first random one was chosen.
It is still necessary to convert the directional angle to the appropriate direction
of the world sides, taking into account that the given angle is measured from the
vertex of the plot after merging, and the opposite direction is needed. In case the distance and angle were 0, the information “on the plot” was entered.
The resulting table contains the numbers of all parcels after merging together with the information assigned to them about the number of plot nearest to it,
before the consolidation, the distance between these plots (given in meters) and
the direction in which the parcel is located after merging in relation to the plot
before consolidation. In order to add spatial information to the created table, it
was merged with the layer of plots after consolidation identifying objects by the
plot number. Thanks to this combination, the parcel layer after consolidation will
contain direction and distance information in the attribute table (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Presentation of the result table connected to the parcel layer
after consolidation

Due to the numerous tools that had to be used to develop descriptions of
the location of new plots, a model was created. The model automates the entire
process and can be used to prepare notifications of participants of subsequent
consolidation objects. In addition, this model shows the sequence of activities performed (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Presentation of the model in the ModelBuilder ArcGIS application

3. Results and Discussion
The developed model was used to search for the nearest parcels for the Nieciecza LC object. The parcel layer after consolidation contained 932 registered plots. For
each of these plots, information was generated about the nearest to it plot before the
consolidation and the distance and direction in which it is located in relation to the
plot before the consolidation. The user, pointing to the selected plot on the map after
consolidation, receives descriptive information in the form of a number, distance
and direction to the nearest plot of land. To point the nearest location on the map, it
is necessary to link (one‑to‑many relation) layer with the parcels after consolidation
with the parcel layer before consolidation (1,518 plots). In this way, the user will receive full information, both descriptive and spatial, about the location of the selected
objects (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Presentation of the identification of the nearest plot (1_28 / 1)
to a given plot after consolidation (285/1)

The obtained results were checked. In order to check the calculated values, the
vertices of the polygons on the basis of which the distances and angles were determined were marked (Fig. 6). In each case, the selection of nearest plots and calculated values were correct. In the case where the nearest plot coincided or was in contact
with the plot before consolidation, the results did not raise any objections.

Fig. 6. Control of results
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There were 728 such cases, i.e. about 80% of all plots. In other cases, the results
were correct in terms of computation, and the location of the nearest plot was also
indicated correctly, but the descriptive information about the distance and direction
could not be used directly in each case. It was used to describe the location of the
new plot, but not in each case to point a meeting place on the ground. Participants
are usually called in characteristic places, which are easily found and described, for
example, on a specific street. Including roads in the majority of villages would not
have much impact on GIS analyzes, as they are mostly access roads without names.
A partial alternative could be a reference to characteristic objects such as churches
and schools. But in addition, it must be correlated with the appointed time of the
meeting, which is problematic.
As for the method of calculating the distance between plots, an alternative
would be to calculate the distance between centroid plots, but this method seems
to be much more inaccurate, especially in the case of irregular plots. Alternatively,
a description of the path from the plot before consolidation into the plot after the
consolidation can be generated using network analysis tools. However, the problem
of identifying specific access roads also appears here.

4. Conclusions
Using the GIS system, a tool was developed to automatically obtain information
about the number, direction and distance of objects nearest to the input objects and
point on the map the nearest objects. This tool in the form of a model can be done in
commercial software, for example, ARCGIS – ModelBuilder, as well as free software
such as QGIS-Modeler.
The automation can be used in the preparation of calls for land consolidation
participants, which provide information on the location of new plots in relation to
the location of currently owned plots. The information about the nearest plot and the
possibility of pointing it on the map is particularly useful and simplifies the work.
The tool’s operation has been verified. The calculated values and the selection of
the nearest plot are determined correctly. However, it was not possible to obtain full
automation in the development of calls, because by calling the participants of the
consolidation to the ground, a meeting place is appointed in a characteristic place,
for example at a specific road and convenient place for both surveyors‑designers
and participants. Providing the distance and direction itself, especially at long distances, may not be very accurate. Nevertheless, the ability to automatically indicate
the nearest plots before consolidation in relation to a newly designed plot is an extremely valuable and significantly accelerating work thing.
In the Nieciecza LC object, nearly 80% of plots of land after consolidation intersected with the nearest plots before consolidation, taking into account the same
owner’s plot (KUS). Therefore, in this case, automatically obtained results could be
used directly in most cases.
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Wykorzystanie narzędzi GIS do opisu lokalizacji
nowych działek ewidencyjnych
Streszczenie: Artykuł prezentuje możliwość wykorzystania systemu informacji geograficznej GIS w zakresie opracowania wezwań dla uczestników scaleń gruntów.
Pokazuje narzędzia oraz sposób ich wykorzystania, a także możliwość automatyzacji tego procesu.
W procesie scalenia i wymiany gruntów, po opracowaniu projektu scalenia,
przygotowywuje się pisma dla uczestników scalenia, w których wzywa się
ich do stawienia się w terenie, w celu okazania nowej lokalizacji działek. Pisma, zwykle opracowywane są ręcznie, a miejsca spotkań w nich przedstawione opisuje się odnosząc się do najbliższych działek stanu przed scaleniem.
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W zawiadomieniu podaje się między innymi informacje o tym, w jakiej odległości i jakim kierunku nowa działka jest oddalona od najbliższej do niej
działki według poprzedniego stanu.
Wykorzystując system GIS, opracowano narzędzie pozwalające automatycznie uzyskać informacje o oznaczeniu, kierunku i odległości obiektów najbliższych do obiektów wejściowych oraz wskazać na mapie wybrane obiekty najbliższe. Otrzymane wyniki zostały skontrolowane, a wykorzystane narzędzia
ocenione pod kątem przydatności do tego typu zadania.
Stwierdzono, że podanie samej odległości i kierunku, szczególnie w przypadku dużych odległościach, może być mało dokładne. Niemniej jednak
możliwość automatycznego wskazania najbliższych działek przed scaleniem
w stosunku do działki nowo zaprojektowanej jest niezwykle cennym i znacznie przyspieszającym pracę elementem. Dotyczy to zwłaszcza sytuacji, gdy
w scaleniu gruntów bierze udział wielu właścicielach gruntów.
Słowa
kluczowe:
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